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Dear Campers,
The Medrash tells us of a discussion of Tanaaim as to 
which pasuk represents the essence of Torah. Many 
suggestions are made, using Pesukim that perhaps 
we would have thought of; Shema Yisroel, Ve’ahavta 
lireacha... Until Ben Pazi suggested a pasuk from this 
weeks Parsha. The pasuk of “Es hakeves echad taaseh 
baboker...” the pasuk describing the offering of the 
Korban Tamid. Upon hearing this, Rebi responded 
that Ben Pazi’s suggestion was the correct one. What 
does this mean? What is so unique about the daily 
Korban Tamid. How is that in any way supposed to 
represent the essence and fhe heartbeat of what it 
means to be a Torah Jew?The Maharal explains that 
the message for us is that part of growth in life is the 
daily routine. It’s the consistency of doing the right 
thing day in and day out that makes us who we are. It 
is sometimes easier to be great for one moment then 
to be consistently good over a long period of time.  
Baruch HaShem, and with tremdous Siyata dishma-
ya, we were able to open camp this summer to help 
all of us try and get back into a daily routine. But to a 
real Ben Torah there is no such thing as “just another 
day”. Every moment of every day is an opportunity 
for us to grow. Whether it is with our learning Rebbe, 
the way in which we respect someone who might be 
a little different than us, and especially the way in 
which we interact with our teammates when and if 
they mess up during a league game. These moments 
come up all the time. What an opportunity! To be 
able to say to yourself at the end of the summer, ”I  
improved my outside shot, my  slide underneath the 
catcher (Hi Tendler :-) and even my ability to put to-
gether a Lego set. But most importantly, I improved 
at becoming a better ME”.  
And oh by the way, you’ll have a blast the whole way 
through. (Stay tuned for an incredible week includ-
ing Deal or No Deal, The Eeshay Rush, and some 
surprises along the way)
Have a great shabbos, 
Rabbi Schonfeld
Rabbi Kramer
Rabbi Kessel
Rabbi Fishberg

This Weeks Top 10 Dear Campers. . .

1- First day of Camp 
2- Sperka clapping in 
bewilderment  
3- Pomper’s diving 
catch 
4- Buchen opens the 
book 
5- Novack’s Home run 
6- Wild card dominates 
switch 
7- Campers save tent 
by pushing off water  
8- Canteen fries are 
finally ready 
9- Pool opens on Friday 
(hopefully) 
10- Bunk yud aleph 
finally gets their pop-
pers
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E-LeagueE-League This Week In Camp

League Standings

Eeshay 2020...5780...Finally!!... Orientation on Zoom... staggered schedule... air conditioned dining room 
outdoors... it never rains in Eeshay... unless it does... bunk/bubbles... wristbands... new baskets... 3 Feits... wild 
card track... canteen bigger and better... Moshe Kessel & Yisrael Klein pick sixes on back to back plays... Snitow 
leads picture perfect drive to end the half... Feit climbs the ladder to snare a screaming liner over 3rd...Tendler 
slides under the tag to score... Sperka clapping game... boards in hockey... Lazar double hat trick... strike and a 
spare in number boggle... how many Amorayim are there... Henoch Wolff’s pushups... Rhein vs Schonfeld (the 
counselor) in chess... Novack goes deep... Stechler is fast!... Kruter too... Benschar tried to play soccer... Asher 
Nochlin from the lower East side... A Gasner dominates push up contest...Azi Miller scores a legendary goal...
Tendler gorgeous deep touch pass touchdown...Glassberg one hand snag... Ryback 3 picks in the 1st half... 
Schechter fakes out half defense and throws the TD...M Kessel breaking ankles and takes the lead... Makowsky 
rips away the tipped ball to avoid the iNT...Y Snitow completes pass while holding his flag... Orioles 11-0 over 
mets...in the 1st period...D Abramoff beats Frohlich in a pickle... Rabbi Kessel has a new baby boy!... and then 
comes to camp the next day... Ken and the sky riders... extra innings in baseball... Rosenblum scoops at first 
base... Judah G beats Rabbi S... Micha abromoff walk off double...Friedman beats out grounder... Glassberg ties 
it from midfield... Lazar scores to win it with 8 seconds left...Pomper incredible diving catch...Isseroff clutch pick 
6 to take the lead...untill next week...

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Penguins 3-1Penguins 3-1
Cardinals 2-1Cardinals 2-1
Pirates 2-2Pirates 2-2

Blue Jays 2-2Blue Jays 2-2
Blues 1-2Blues 1-2

Red Sox 1-3Red Sox 1-3

Overheard In Eeshay:
“Clap... clap...clap... no clap... CLAP CLAP 

CLAP!!! “

Annnnddd we’re back! Eeshay 2k20 has finally come, not a moment too soon. Crazy times huh, getting our temperature 
taken when we come to camp. First day of camp some lunatic runs up with a mask and starts pointing a gun looking ob-
ject at my forehead, I almost pelted the guy (it wasn’t Rabbi Fishberg, and yes it was a thermometer. NJ gun laws wouldn’t 
allow anything else. Please). But that’s life these days. Better safe than sorry. Anyhooo, Time to address the elephant in 
the room. WHERE is Sir Baruch the Mighty, Baron of Baseball, Sultan of Swim, King of Cannonball and all of the other 
self-anointed titles? And who is this guy who dares to take the writing spot (it’s really quite small, at least the font is) of the 
High commander of the aquatics department himself? The answer to the Great Lord’s whereabouts are a highly sensitive 
military secret, and the punishment of spilling those secrets is using the portable john next to the baseball field. Basically, 
a terrible price for treason. Yet, I am willing to sacrifice it all for the sake of getting the truth out there. The world must 
know. You ready? The Great Kornado himself is helping the great Onondaga tribe of northern Canada put down the wild 
hog population. A fascinating tale yes, but how did the legend of the Korn make it to the Indians of the north? It alllll 
started 4 months ago. After getting off the phone with rabbi Schonfeld telling him no, he cannot get a raise, and that if 
he doesn’t stop asking, he will be stripped of his status of Lordship, the Baron proceeded to put his resume on LinkedIn. 
Obviously mentioning his fighting prowess and legendary oji-waza (counterattack) technique, it was only a matter of time 
before he was called upon to save the world. During May, the secretary of the Manhattan office for the Onondaga tribe, 
reached out to the Sultan and asked for his assistance in keeping down the the wild chipmunk population. Our Hero 
promptly refused, stating it would be an embarrassment of his skills. After fierce negotiations, they settled on wild hogs. 
Shaving his beard for better aerodynamics while chasing the beasts, the Kornando trekked up north with nothing more 
than left over pizza from last year’s lunch. After arriving, the great Kornado used his skills and can be found roaming the 
forests, keeping the hogs in check. Now about me. I’m just an aid to the lord. I make sure the ump mask isn’t too dirty and 
other mundane tasks I do as a counselor. But in his absence I am slowly rising the ranks to Baronhood and one day I shall 
be the Sultan of all. Until then enjoy leagues, swimming and all the other fun camp has to offer. Oh, and please let me out, 
iv’e been writing this locked in the portable john (my treason has been noticed I presume). Anyway, ‘nuff said.

Teams W L
Broncos 2 0
Bengals 1 1
Browns 0 2

 Older Division Older Division
Orioles 3-1Orioles 3-1
Colts 2-1Colts 2-1

Padres 2-1Padres 2-1
Raiders 2-1Raiders 2-1

Yellow Jackets 1-2Yellow Jackets 1-2
Thunder 1-2Thunder 1-2

Grey Hounds 1-2Grey Hounds 1-2
Mets 1-3Mets 1-3

Teams W L
Baby Cakes 2 0

Isotopes 1 1
Biscuits 1 1
Aquasox 0 2

Teams W L
UCLA 2 0
LSU 1 1

Oregon 0 2

Teams W L
Giants 2 0

Patriots 1 1
Jayhawks 0 2

Teams W L
Packers 2 0
Steelers 1 1

Rams 0 2

Teams W L
Blue Devils 1 0
T-Wolves 1 0

Hoyas 0 1
Tar Heels 0 1

Teams W L

Pacers 1 0
Michigan 1 0

Ducks 0 1
Nuggets 0 1

Teams W L
Suns 1 0

Orangemen 1 0
Knicks 0 1
Flames 0 1

Teams W L
Lakers 1 0
Cavs 1 0

Warriors 0 1
Hornets 0 1

WBCWBC

The Kahnst i tut ion
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